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In the mid sixties several authors independently of each other obtained 
results saying that certain spaces of sufficiently large oardimdity must 
contain discrete subspaces of an arbitrary given oardinality (of. ISBELL [8], 
DE GROOT [2], EFIMOV [l]). The strongest result in this direction was 
obtained by the present authors in 1966 [3], where the following theorem 
was proved: Every Hausdorff space of oardinality > expexp 01 must 
contain a discrete subspaoe of oardinality >ol. The question whether this 
result could still be further improved e.g. by omitting one of the two 
exp-s remained unsolved and proved to be quite hard. 
We also observed that the following, even stronger looking problem 
was unsolved: Does there exist a hereditarily (ol-)separeble space of 
oardinality expexp o (expexp a) ? The main aim of this work is to prove 
the consistency of the existence of such a space (which is even normal). 
We were not able to prove the independence of the existence of such 
spaces, although we are quite convinced that it must be true. However, 
the proof of this fact seems to need some new set theoretic ideas, while 
our main theorem of the present work uses a standard method of forcing 
with side conditions (of. [6] or [9]). Concerning forcing we refer to [lo]. 
NOTATION 
We use standard set theoretic conventions and notation. E.g. every 
ordinal equals the set of its predecessors, cardinal numbers are identified 
by their initial ordinals, if 8 is a set, ISI denotes its oardinality, a function 
is a set of ordered pairs, for any set f Df(Rf) is the set of first (second) 
elements of all ordered pairs ooouring in f (thus if f is a function, Df(Rf) 
is the domain (range) of f). 
If S is a set and 01 is a cardinal, [#Ia denotes the family of all or-element 
subsets of 8. The meanings of [Sled and [SIG” are obtained analogously. 
If OL is a cardinal and A, B are arbitrary sets then H&l, B) denotes 
the set of all functions f such that IfI <or, Df CA and Rf C B (i.e. all 
“partial” functions from A into B of power c(x). We write H(A, B) 
instead of H,(A, B) and H,(A) instead of H,(A, 2), where 2 = (0, l}. Thus 
e.g. H(A) is the set of all finite functions from A into (0, l}. CY+ stands 
for the cardinal successor of 01, and 2af means the oardinsl power 2@). 
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Q 1. ABSOLUTE RESULTS 
The main difficulty in trying to construct a hereditarily (ol-)separable 
space of cardinality > 2”(2”) has been the lack of any method to produce 
hereditarily separable spaces different from a few well-known types of 
such spaces (e.g. separable ordered spaces). 
In this first section we shall show that certain subspaces of D( 2)ml(D( 2)a+) 
yield us hereditarily (ol-)separable spaces of a new type. Then in the 
second we are going to prove the consistency of the existence of such 
subspaces of high cardinality, e.g. of D(2)“l of cardinality 2s”. 
1.1. DEFINITION. Let us be given a cardinal 01 and let p = 2(a+). We 
shall denote by (*.01) the following statement. 
There exists a sequence (h,: Q </?) of members of D(2)“+ such that for 
each x E [PI” there exists a V(X) <OI+ with the property that if E E H(oI+\Y(x)) 
then E ChQ for some e E x. 
In the next section we shall establish the consistency of (*a) for any 
given 01 such that 2”=or +. However, before doing that we show what 
interesting topological consequences (*kor) has. Of course, the consistency 
of (*oc) then implies the consistency of these consequences as well. 
1.2. THEOREM. If (*a) holds and (h,: e<B) is the sequence indicated 
in 1.1 then {hQ: e</?} as a subspace of D(2)&+ is hereditarily or-separable. 
In other words (*ol) implies the existence of a hereditarily or-separable 
O-dimensional Hausdorff space of cardinality 2&+. 
PROOF. It is well-known (cf. [5] or [7]) that a space is hereditarily 
a-separable if and only if it contains no left-separated subspace of cardi- 
nality 01+. Therefore it will suffice to prove that if (e,: (T <or+) is an 
arbitrary sequence of pairwise distinct ordinals < /? and for each (T <01+ 
a neighbourhood U, of &, in D(2)2” is chosen then there exist t< u <01+ 
for which & E U,. 
We can of course assume that every U, is an elementary open set, 
i.e. it is of the form U,={/ E D(2)a+: E, C f} for some fixed E, E a(29. 
Moreover, according to a result of P. ERD~S and R. RADO [7] we can 
also assume that the domains of E, are of the form 
D(E,) =A u B, 
where B, n B, = fl if (T #z as well as that &,]A = E is the same for all u <a+. 
Now let us put x= {en: a<~}. Then by (*01) there is an ordinal V(X) <a+ 
such that if E E H(a+\v(x)) then E C h,, for some Q, E x. Since the sets 
{Bc: o<~+> are disjoint and their union is coflnal in (x+ there must exist 
a o<ol+ such that B, C OL+\V(X). But then E, E H(~r+\v(z)) and therefore 
we can find a ~<DL with qJBa C hpz and consequently her E U, which was 
to be shown. 
The fact that ] {h, : e < 2a+}l= 2a+ is a trivial consequence of the (jro~) 
property, since obviously x E [2a+]” implies [{h, : e E x}I > 1. 
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The above constructed subspace R = {h, : Q < 2a+} of D( 2)1*+ is especially 
interesting when 2a+ >a++ because it establishes the following corollary. 
1.3. COROLLARY. If (*or) holds and 2” =01+ then for each cardinal y 
with 01+ < y < 2a+ and ya= y (this is satisfied iff cf (y) >or provided M is 
chosen in a special manner, cf. the Remark after 2.12) there is a O-dimen- 
sional Tz space X in which the number of open sets (a(X)) is equal to y. 
PROOF. Let Ro C R be such that lRo[ =y. We claim that o(Ro) =y. 
Since Ro is T1, y < a(Ro) is trivial. On the other hand, since R is hereditarily 
a-separable so is Ro, hence every closed subset of Ro is the closure of a 
subset A of Ro with IAl Sol. Therefore a(Ro) = the number of all closed 
subsets of Ro < I&[“= y”= y, which completes the proof. 
This corollary shows that it is consistent to assume the existence of 
completely regular spaces in which the number of all open sets is not a 
power of 2 and thus establishes the independence of DE GROOT’S problem 
raised in [2] (cf. also [4]). 
Our space R also yields a solution to a problem raised in [7] Problem 
2.17, since its pseudocharacter must be >oc. This is so because R is regular 
and has a dense subset of power QB, hence its weight w(R) Q 2” = 01+ 
(cf. [7], 2.3), on the other hand it can be shown that for any Tl space x 
1x1 <We, 
hence y(R) <01 would imply /RI Q (2”)“=a+. 
In fact we can also show that R could be chosen in such a way that 
every point in R has pseudocharacter a+. 
REMARK. This manuscript had already been completed when the 
second author showed that all the examples of this section can be chosen 
normal, and in the case a = o even completely normal. These results will 
be published later. 
$ 2. THE CONSISTENCY RESULT 
The following definitions and lemmas are needed to build up a suitable 
notion of forcing. First of all, let M be a countable transitive model of 
ZFC and 01 E M be such that “LX is a cardinal and 2°=ol+” holds in M. 
Everything we do in this section is done in M. 




The conditions will be the elements of 
P=FxY, 
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however, to define a suitable partial order on P we need some further 
definitions. 
2.2. DEFINITION. Let f E P and E E H(Da(f)), then we put 
&={e<B: WV E -W))(f(h e)=+))}. 
Now for any p = (f, s) E P let 
Z(p)={Y: ~Y~=&h(~xES,&EH(D2(f)))(Y=XnAAf,)}. 
Choosing ~=(d we see that s C Z(J), moreover 1~1 <or and If I <or imply 
lRP,)l Q a* 
2.3. DEFINITION. Let r, = (f, s) E P and p’ = (f’, s’) E P, then we put 
p’ ~1, if the following three conditions are satisfied: 
(9 f C f’. 
(ii) 8 c 8’. 
(iii) If Y E Z(p) and E E H(Dsf’\Dzf) then 1 Y n AC1 =LY. 
It is easy to see that, assuming (i) and (ii), (iii) is equivalent to 
(iii’) If Y E Z@) and E E H(DJf’\Df) then Y n A’,’ E Z($). 
2.4. LEMMA. The relation Q is a partial order on P. 
PROOF. To see this we only have to show that < is transitive. Thus 
assume p=(f, s)>p’=(f’, s’)>p”=(f”, 8”). (i) and (ii) are obviously 
satisfied for p and p”. Now let Y E Z@) and E E H(Df”\Pf) moreover 
d=~I(lPf’\Df) d an d’=~I(D2f”\Df’). Then p>$ implies [Y n A’,:1 =OL, 
hence by (iii’) we have Y n A$ E Z@‘) and therefore I( Y n A’,:) n A’,“/ = 
= 1 Y n A:1 =01 because AT=& n AZ, p’ >p” and A’,: C AT. But this 
means that (iii) is also satisfied for p and p”. 
2.5. LEMMA. Let p=(f, 8) and p’=(f’, s’} be conditions and assume 
that f and f’ as functions are compatible, moreover that D2f = D2f’. Then 
p” = (f V f’, 8 U 8’> is a joint extension of r, and p”. 
hOOF. This follows immediately from 2.3 since 
D2(f u f’) = D2(f) = Dz(f’). 
2.6. LEMMA. Let (pe: l<r) be a sequence of conditions, py(fC, 8& E P 
such that q<or+ and pe,<pe if l<l’<r. Then, if 
f= u {fb: t<r>, 8= u {se: t-+?) 
and p=(f,s), we have r)<~~ for all [cr. In other words (P, <) is 
&+-closed. 
PROOF. It is obviously sufficient to prove ~~210; to see this let 
Y E Z@O) ad 8 E H(D2(f )\D2(fd). 
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Since E is finite, there exists a E <q such that 
& E fw2(fJ\~2(fo)) 
as well. Since pa<r)o and fe C f, we have ALE C A’, and therefore 
IY n A$I=a=jY n A$ 
This shows that (iii), the only non-trivial condition of 2.3 is satisfield for 
p and PO, hence p,<po. 
2.7. LEMMA. If {pt = (fr, st) : i E I} is a family of conditions with 111 =a++ 
then there are i, j E I, i #j such that pi and pj are compatible. Hence 
(P, 9) satisfies the cx++-chain condition. 
PROOF. Since i E I implies ID2(ft)l Sol there is an 10 CI, 1101 =a++ so 
that D2(fi) =Dz(f,) if i, j E la. Now, it is known that, since 2a=~+, there 
are i, j E IO, i #j for which f, and fi as functions are compatible (see e.g. 
[lo], Lemma 10.3). But then according to Lemma 2.5, pt and pj are 
compatible, which was to be shown. 
2.8. DEFINITION. Let V<OI+, ece’<B, and x E [PI”. We put 
q”,,>=(P=(f,s) EP: <v,e) ED(f)); 
~“*“‘:‘={P=(f, s> EP: (3/4 E~+\v)(f(p> e) #f(p, e’))}; 
D,=(p=(f,s)EP:xES}. 
2.9. LEMMA. For every (v, e) E 01+ x /3 the set D++ is dense in (P, G). 
PROOF. We choose an arbitrary condition p = (f, s) E P and first show 
it has an extension q= (f’, s) such that v E Dz(f’). Indeed, assume v $ D2(f) 
and write 
Z(p)={Y,: Eta}. 
It is well-known that we can find two disjoint subsets of p, say He and Hi, 
so that /HoI = /HI]= 1Ha n H,I =OL for all [<a and i=O, 1. Then we extend 
f to a function f’ defined for pairs of the form (v, 0) as well by putting 
f’(v, 0.) = i for 0 E Ht (i = 0, 1) (this is justified since HO n HI = 0) and claim 
that q= (f’, s) Q (f, a). In fact, Dz(f’)\Dz(f) = {v} and A~~Y,i~~= Ht, hence 
1 Y, n A&.i)ll = 1 Y, n Htj = 01 (i=O, 1) 
which shows that q<p. 
Now if (v, Q) q! D(f’) yet, then we can take f”=f’ u {((v, Q), i)> where 
i is either 0 or 1 and then according to 2.5, r= (f”, s) <q <p, since D2(f”) = 
= Dz(f) and f’ C f”. But r E DcrsQj and this completes the proof. 
2.10. LEMMA. If Q <Q’ < j? and v <(x+, then the set De*@‘*” is dense in 
<p, <>. 
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PROOF. Observe that if in the above proof of 2.9 the extension f’ 
is only defined for the pairs (p, a) whith cr E Hi\@, ~‘1, i= 0, 1, (f’, s) is 
still an extension of (f, s), and then, putting 
f”=f’ ” Kc4 eh 9, ((1uJ e’>, I>> 
(f”, s)<(f’, s)<(f, s) and (f”, s) E De*e’*y. 
2.11. LEMMA. For every x E [PI”, D, is dense in (P, < ), 
PROOF. It is an immediate consequence of 2.5 that for each 
p=(f,s>EP q=(f,su{x})=q and qE&. 
Now consider the notion of forcing (P, < ) in M, let G be (P, < ) 
generic over M, and put N= M[G]. 
2.12. THEOREM. In the Cohen-extension iV of M all cardinals are 
preserved, 2” =oc+ and 2(a+) = /? remain valid, and (**oL) holds as well. 
PROOF. That cardinals are preserved follows immediately from the 
fact that (P, <) is both &+-closed and satisfies the &+-chain condition. 
Since (P, <> is &+-closed, there are no new sets of cardinality <ol 
in N, hence 
(27N=(27M=(X+. 
Finally 1 PI = p and P has the 01 ++ chain condition (in M), hence (see [lo]) 
/9=(2a+)Mg(2~+)N<[(p+)qM=/3. 
To show (jrol) let us define 
F= u{f:(f,s)~G}. 
Since G is compatible F is a function with D(F) = oc+ x t5’ being an immediate 
consequence of Lemma 2.9. 
Now we put for every fixed Q <p 
for all v<or+. If QCQ’<~ then by Lemma 2.10 
h, zh,,. 
We claim that the sequence (h, : Q <@) satisfies the requirements of 
(w). Indeed, let 2 E [/?I”. 
By Lemma 2.11 we have an (f, s) E G n D,. Put v(z)= u Dz(f)+ 1. 
If E E H(oI+\v(x)), by repeated applications of Lemma 2.9 we can choose 
a (g, t) E G such that D(E) C 02(g). We can assume as well that 
(999 <(f, 8). 
But then E E H(D2(g)\Dg(f)) and therefore 2.3 (iii) implies 
IX n A:/ =LY, 
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and thus by g C F, 
However, for any Q E x n A,P we have J~#)(E)=E and this completes the 
proof. 
REMARK. If the ground model M we use in 2.12 is itself the standard 
Cohen extension of a model M’ of ZF+ GCH for obtaining 2af =B, then 
in N for any cardinal y with LX+ < y < 2af we have y(* = y iff cf (y) >a. 
This is immediate from the fact that it is so in M and that in N there 
are no new sets of cardinality QK. 
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